What’s New in
Edgecam 2016 R1

This document highlights new product features and enhancements in Edgecam 2016 R1.

To run Edgecam and Part Modeler 2016 R1, the expiry date in the license must be September 2015 or later.
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‘What’s New’ Document Overview
Purpose of this Document and Other Sources of Information
The purpose of the document is to highlight new and changed items in the current release. Non-release specific
information such as installation and licensing information, system requirements and CAD Links information can be
found in the relevant document.
For help with your installation, please refer to the Installation Guide. This is available from the DVD or the Help
sub-menu in the Edgecam program group.
For help with licensing your standalone or network license, please refer to the Licensing Guide. This is available
from the Help sub-menu in the Edgecam program group, the CLS menu and the License Manager dialog.
For information on system requirements and supported CAD systems, please refer to the Installation Guide.

Targeted Information inside Edgecam and Other Programs
In addition to this document, ‘targeted’ information on new items is available in the dialog help and user guides for
other applications. This allows you to focus on new features/enhancements for a specific program or the cycle you
are currently working on, for example.
Dialogs that have new functionality or where the cycle behaviour has changed have an additional ‘What’s New’ tab
in the help. This explains what has been added to the dialog or changed in this release.
What’s new topic(s) have been added to help files for other programs, such as Code Wizard, Code Generator, and
ToolStore etc. This only lists new functionality for that program, allowing you to focus on those items.

The Development History of Edgecam
Additional functionality and enhancements are developed with each release of Edgecam software. For an overview
of new features and enhancements in the last release, please refer to New Features in Version 2015 R2.
For a summary of new features in previous releases, please visit the History section of the Edgecam website.
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Important Information
HTML Job Reports retired
From Edgecam 2016 R1, the old HTML Job Reports templates will no longer be shipped. Templates customised in
previous versions can be migrated to 2016 R1 manually and used. However, since we have Live Job Reports and
the old reports are no longer supported due to browser changes, the templates will be removed for this release
and the ability to generate reports directly from Job Manager will be removed in Edgecam 2016 R2.

Windows 10 Support
Edgecam 2016 R1 has been tested and supports Windows 10.
Edgecam currently support Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. Windows 10 Professional and Windows 10
Enterprise are supported but Windows 10 Home is not supported.

Hole Cycle Geometry Name will be retired
The Geometry Name field on the Hole Cycle interface has been removed because the code on which it relies is not
compatible with the new picking that we began to implement in previous releases which causes problems. These
problems cannot be fixed easily and will become even more difficult when we finish the picking work.
The hole cycle mask has been edited and removed, but, if you use the unmasked dialog, you can still access it.
However, we do not recommend this because the modifier will be removed from the hole cycle itself.

Adveon
From Edgecam 2016 R1, Adveon will no longer be included on the Edgecam DVD image.
The DVD image will now include ToolStore Server and PartXplore. Adveon will be available as a download from the
Customer Portal:
https://customers.planit.com/Site/Support/SoftwareDownload.aspx
Adveon for 2016 R1 will be available to download shortly after Edgecam 2016 R1 is released.
The new version is expected to include limited support for turning tools.
Note:




The Adveon version shipped with 2015 R2 will not communicate with Edgecam 2016 R1.
The ToolStore database will need to be upgraded to 2016 R1 and data already imported to the ToolStore
will be available.
Customers using Adveon should consider delaying the installation of 2016 R1 until the new version of
Adveon is available.

Autodesk Vault
Edgecam 2016 R1 only supports Autodesk Vault 2016.
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Manufacture Enhancements
Rough Turn - New Ramp Cut Strategy
A Ramp cutting strategy has been added to the Rough
Turning cycle:
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The Ramp method is typically used for machining
deep recesses.
The contact point on the insert is constantly
changing which helps to avoid notching.
From the start point, the tool ramps into the
material to a depth equal to the cut increment; the
uncut wedge is removed on the return move.
The ramp angle is controlled by the cut increment.
The tool is subsequently returned to the point on
the toolpath at which it was retracted, feeding back
onto the toolpath, before commencement of
cutting.
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Finish Grooving - Optional Pre-Finish Plunge
For this release, we have added the option to include a
Pre-Finish Plunge cut prior to performing the traditional
Finish Groove passes. When selected, you can:






Control the amount of material to leave on the
base for finishing by setting a Plunge Stand Off
distance.
Set the initial start point for the plunge by setting a
Plunge Clearance value. A positive value positions
the tool clear of the high point of the input
geometry and a negative value positions the tool
below the high point.
Control the feedrate of the plunge cut
independently of the finishing passes by setting a
Plunge Feed rate.

A single plunge cut is generated at the centre of the lowest
flat base region of the groove.
On completion of the plunge cut, the tool is retracted
straight back out along the plunge cut following the Link
Type setting ( Rapid, Feed or High Feed).
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Rough Turn / Finish Turn - Canned Cycle Shared Contour includes
finishing Speeds and Feeds as defined in the Machine Attributes table
When Rough and Finish Turn have been instructed to share the same profile and canned cycle output is required,
the individual element speeds and feeds defined in the Rough Turn Machining Attributes table are now output to
the shared contour output blocks. These speeds and feeds are ignored by the roughing but are used for finishing.
An example is shown below.
G71 U2.0 R.5
G71 P200 Q250 U.4 W.1 F0.4 S3200
N200 G0 X60.0
G42 G1 Z-19.0 F0.17 S2600 M3 M8
G2 Z-19.7 R1.0 F0.18 S2700
Z-19.899 R1.0
X62.0 Z-20.0 R1.0
N250 G40 G1 X84.0 F0.19 S2800
G28 U0. V0. W0. M9
M5
N2 M6 T002 (USER DEFINED)
.........
.......
G70 P100 Q150 F0.21 S3500
G28 U0. V0. W0. M9

Head-table Support for MTM Machines
In this version, we are working to fully support headtable machines for MTM (milling machines with turning
capabilities):
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Previously, the post and part could be created but
the rotational move for orienting turning tools
was not complete which also included the output.
Supported configuration: Head-table BC.
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Operations Upgrade
The Edgecam Operations have being upgraded to use JavaScript PCI and also include maintenance improvements.
There are several reasons for the upgrade:






Operations are used as sample code for developers and can be used to learn commands and best
techniques; having samples in JavaScript helps new developers.
Legacy PCI is being superseded and, therefore, we need to stop using it.
Implementing enhancement requests and fixing bugs that could not be fixed using Legacy PCI.
Create new Operations for the new cycles, for example, Chamfering.
Using masks to display pictures and videos rather than hard coded images in the source code.

Existing sequences will continue to call the PCI with which they were created. There should be no changes in the
interface or regen for existing parts. However, when calling a new command in the interface, the JavaScript PCI
version of the operation will be used.
Note: For Edgecam 2016 R1, the Milling, Multiplane Milling (5 axis) and Turning operations have been upgraded.
The Hole Operation will be upgraded in a future release.

Chamfering - Radius Compensation (CRC)
CRC compensation has now been added to the Chamfering
cycle with new Compensation and CRC Register
parameters on the General tab.
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Hole Cycle Enhanced Collision Avoidance
The Hole Cycle has been enhanced to intelligently lift up to
avoid fixtures when moving between holes and then go
down again to the specified clearance height. This has the
following benefits:




Minimises tool movements to unnecessary heights
while moving between holes.
Helps to avoid collisions with fixtures that might be
on the path between holes.
Allows holes to be safely drilled very close to these
devices.

The Update Fixtures needs to have been programmed with
the appropriate offsets defined, and with the collision
options enabled. The Hole Cycle will then detect and
retract where necessary.
The NC code will also be changed with retracts and reapproach moves inserted where necessary. One Hole Cycle
will be split into two or more cycles, with those retracts
inserted in between.
Notes:
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The Hole Cycle will not leave a hole un-machined if
a fixture completely obstructs the hole. In this case,
the hole should not be selected, as it is not
machinable under the current fixture arrangement.
Rotary Radial Cycles are not yet avoiding fixtures.
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Smart Combined 2 Axis and 4 Axis Wire Machining Cycle
A Smart Combined 2 Axis or 4 Axis wire machining cycle
has been added to complement the existing wire cycles
with the following benefits:
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The Smart cycle has the intelligence to decide
whether it needs to apply 2 Axis or 4 Axis
machining depending on the input geometry and
command settings.
Determining which cycle to apply to any specific
geometric feature is not always obvious and,
occasionally, you may have a mix or 2 Axis and 4
Axis features in the one cycle.
When machining 2 Axis and 4 Axis geometries in
one Smart cycle, the output automatically
switches between 2 Axis and 4 Axis, as necessary.
The NC code is easier to read/edit for 2 Axis X#Y#
Taper# and is preferable to the more complex
X#Y#U#V# 4 Axis output.
The existing cycles are still relevant. For example,
4 Axis output may be required even though the
input geometry could be machined with 2 Axis.
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'Return Distance' on Five Axis Rotary Retracts
During a Five Axis cycle, if the tool has to make a large
angular move greater than the Angle Change Limit, it will
rapid retract right off the part, perform an angular move
to stay within the limits and then feed back down onto
the part.
For this release, the downward feed movement has been
split into a rapid followed by a feed move of length
determined by a new Return Distance option, if
specified.
This will help make the movements quicker but still safe.
Note: The specified Return Distance should not be
greater than Retract Distance.

Spindle Priority Mode in Multi-turret Environment
When support for twin turrets was implemented, the
Spindle Priority Mode option could be edited at the
sequence providing the user with the ability to override
speed data on cycles even if these were not in control of
the spindle.
Basically, when two turrets are working on the same turn
spindle at the same time, only one of them can
realistically control the speed and direction of the
spindle. In this situation, either one turret outputs speed
data or both output exactly the same speed data as on,
for example, Okuma machines.
Disabling Spindle Priority Mode permits conflicting data
and also causes other problems at later stages.
After consultation, it was agreed that the ability to
disable Spindle Priority Mode should be removed.
From Edgecam 2016 R1, the option will no longer appear
on the dialog. It is hidden by the masks mechanism, and
ON by default.
If the option is required for old parts, the dialog can be
unmasked and the option can be edited.
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Workflow Shipped Strategies Improvements
As part of the ongoing improvements to the Workflow
Shipped Strategies, the following enhancements have
been implemented:

Centre Drilling
The strategies will always use fixed tools for centre
drilling allowing us to support centre drilling for essential
licenses. Previously, the Planning Board would not assign
any strategies to centre drilling because Driven Tools are
not supported on Essential licenses. A Centre Drilling
Tool Mode option has been added enabling fixed or
driven tools to be selected.

Lower Turret Support
Lower Turrets are now used more efficiently by the
strategies with the addition of Preferred Turret options
enabling drilling tools to be picked from the lower or
upper turret as required. There are options for Turning,
Milling and Drilling:







If a Toolkit has been selected, the strategies will
first look for a tool in the selected turret. If it
cannot be found, it will try to find it in the next
turret.
If a match is found, it will be used in that turret. If
it cannot be found, then it will look in the
ToolStore and the default turret will be used for
the tool.
If a tool cannot be found, an autotool will be
created in the preferred turret.
The preferred turret will always be used unless
an appropriate tool is found in the other turret.

Centre Cutting Tool
Previously, the strategies would pick tools that did not
support the Centre Cutting Tool and try to apply the cycle
with bad parameters or would fail. For this release, the
strategies will not pick tools that do not have Centre
Cutting when this is required for the machining.

Improved Radial Milling
Radial milling has been improved to always apply a Move
Angular prior to the machining. Also, the Slot cycle will be
used to finish Pockets or Open Pockets when a tool with
the same size as the pocket can be found. The strategies
will check if there is a C and/or Y axis and, if none are
available, it will always use the Slot cycle for roughing
and finishing.
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Features Enhancements
Single Solid Component Support for ACIS Models
For ACIS models, we now store only one copy of each solid and reference it for all other instances.

Feature Find Partial Hole Angles
For this release, we have added a new Partial Hole Angle
option to the Hole Options on the Mill tab. This allows you
to define the minimum Partial Hole Angle for which
features will be found.
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Interface Enhancements
Images on Dialogs (Milling Cycles)
As part of our continuing effort to improve the user
experience, images and help tooltips have been added to
the following machining cycles:
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Parallel Lace.
Pencil Mill.
Face Mill.
Flat Land Finishing.
Constant Cusp Finishing.
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Web based Help
The previous local CHM based help system has been upgraded to a web based version:





Unique help system for each release.
Documentation website with access to the help systems for each release (help.edgecam.com).
Displays local CHM version of the help if no internet connection exists.
Provides the ability to update help between releases, if necessary.
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Simulator Enhancements
Simulator Test for Separation / Wire EDM Slug Removal
During the Wire EDM process, slugs of material can
become detached from the main stock body:







The user needs to know if these detachments can
be separated and in what direction they can be
separated.
For complex 3D shapes, it is not always obvious if
separation is possible.
It is also a requirement to know if the
detachment will fall into the machine and
potentially cause damage.
Finding out this information during CAM
simulation is preferable to finding out on the
machine when an error could be costly.

Simulator can now test for detachment separation and
inform the user of potential problematic situations; from
which the user can decide to change the machining
process to avoid a potential problem. In Simulator
Options there is a new Wire EDM Test for Separation
check box.
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Simulator Update Stock Performance Improvements
We have optimised Update Stock for improved performance when using the Simulator.
For these improved performance enhancements to take effect, the Simulator Quit on Close option needs to be
unchecked ensuring that Simulator stays in memory throughout the CAM process.
In a future release, we are planning to remove the Simulator Quit on Close option because we see no reason why
this should still be needed; when checked, it only appears to have the effect of slowing Edgecam down. This will be
replaced by a Restart button, which will close simulator and restart it; this can be useful when setting up new Code
Generators and for proving out tooling setups.
The Update Stock command was taking a long time to process for machines that included heavy customised
graphics and on parts which included complex stl fixtures and solid tool holders.
The machine, fixture and tool holder graphics are no longer passed through to Simulator during the Update Stock
process as these are not needed and were slowing down the process.
Update Stock generated by Rapid Result is unaffected by these changes because it is already optimised for
performance.
We have also enhanced the mechanism for the handling of large toolpaths such as are common with Roughing or 5
axis cycles. These toolpaths can include many thousands of individual moves; Simulator now groups these cuts
intelligently to provide an optimum performance benefit.
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Edgecam Workflow Solids
2D Offset Tool for Sketching
For this release, we have implemented a 2D Offset tool
for sketching which will enable the user to offset
geometry while sketching and reduce the time taken to
construct and trim similar geometry.

Ability to Edit Dimension without having to Exit the Command
In previous releases, when dimensioning, in order to edit
the dimension it was necessary to exit the command
before editing the dimension.
For this release, it is possible to edit the dimension
without having to exit the command
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2D Dimension Relation Equations Manager
For this release, we have implemented a 2D Dimension
Relation Equations Manager. Clicking a dimension on a
2D sketch which is related to another dimension will now
allow the equation to be edited by clicking Relation
manager in the dialog.

Sketching Tools Snap at Common Angles
For this release, sketching tools snap to angles of 30, 45
and 60 degrees.
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Create Circle by Centre and Radius or Dimension
For this release, we have added a Set Diameter/Radius
option to the Circle command which allows multiple
identical circles to be added to a sketch.
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Code Wizard Enhancements
Command Line improvements
New command line capabilities have been introduced to support existing features and some aspects have been
improved to facilitate usage and align with other applications.
The following Command Line options are available:
Parameter

Function

Notes

-h

-help

Display of options in 'codewiz.log'.

-t

-build

Compile template file from source file. Only used by Vero for development purposes.

-e

-extension

Create CGE file from source (CGS).

-g

-import

Import CGE into an existing CGD.

-r

-clear

Clear embedded CGE from a CGD (only clears the embedded content; does not remove
the CGE content).

-a

-merge

Merge with latest template (update); also applicable to CGX.

-s

-save

Save file.

-c

-compile

Compile CGD

-i

-input-file

Arguments for input files, allowing usage of quotes.

Tool Mounting Tab
For this release, the Tool Mounting Position machine
parameters have been moved from the Turret tab to a
new Mounting tab. Previously, the limit for each turret
was 4 Mounting Positions; 10 or more can now be
supported.
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Milling Machine with Turning Capability – Support for Siemens output
For this release, Turning on Milling machines has been
enhanced and the Siemens template is now available
when creating posts in Code Wizard.
Notes:




The Turn Rapid After Toolchange code
constructor has the " CYCLE800 (…)" as default to
allow the Turning Plane to be established. It is
also present in the Turn Rapid To Toolchange to
reset the plane of the machine when the Move to
Toolchange is relative to the machine.
The Siemens, TNC and ISO templates are all CGX
capable.

As turning capability has now been added to the milling
post, additional items will be available on the template
including:
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Turn M-codes which can be separately
configured.
Other options for the turning set-up merged into
the NC Style tabs.
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Essential turning code constructors are separate.
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Unlock Locations Option
In Code Wizard, you may start with parametric machine
graphics and subsequently replace these with custom
graphics, often resulting in a mix of both types. However,
while parametric graphics exist in the machine tree, the
rotary axis origin locations and primary component
location cannot be edited because these positions are
linked to the parametric machine graphics.
An Unlock Locations option has been added to the
machine tree context menu which will allow the user to
unlock the linkage between parametric machine graphics
and the Rotary Axis Origins and Primary Component
Location. Selecting Unlock Locations allows these
locations to be edited; breaking the link with the
parametric graphics.
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Toolstore Administrator Enhancements
SQL Server 2014
ToolStore now uses SQL Server 2014 instead of SQL Server 2008 R2:







Systems that have previous versions of Edgecam installed will have their 32-bit ECSQLEXPRESS upgraded. In
addition, we now install SQL LocalDB.
Previous installations of Edgecam installed a 32 bit SQL server instance. There is no direct upgrade path
from 32-bit SQL instances to 64-bit, so systems installed with previous Edgecam versions will be maintained
as 32-bit.
For new Edgecam installations, we now install SQL Server 2014 64-bit LocalDB. SQL Server express is no
longer installed as part of the standard Edgecam installation. LocalDB is quicker to install, takes up less
computer resources and can be installed more reliably; SQL server is not needed for standalone Edgecam
installations or installations where databases are kept locally.
For new Edgecam installations, if you want to share ToolStore databases across a network, you will need to
install ToolStore Server as an add-on; this installs the ECSQLEXPRESS instance of SQL Server Express.
ToolStore Server can be installed from the Edgecam DVD Image.

ToolStore Administrator
Clicking on the Browse. button under Toolstore Databases allows you to choose between the LocalDB,
ECSQLEXPRESS and any other instances on the local machine.
If you have additional SQL instances such as Adveon installed, these will also be listed but will not have Edgecam
Toolstores associated with them.
LocalDB Toolstore databases are local to the current machine and CANNOT be shared across a network.
ECSQLEXPRESS Toolstores are server databases on the local machine and CAN be shared across a network.

Active Database Highlight Colours
We have introduced colour coding to identify the active database location:




For a local non server database, the background of the database field is brown.
For a remote server database, the background of the database field is blue.
For a local server database, the background of the database field is white.

Note: Additional Administrator command line options have been added. Please see the ToolStore Administrator
Help for a list of command line options.
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Miscellaneous Enhancements
PCIs - Special Characters in Strings
PCIs can now handle special characters (. , [ ] = | * ; ") in strings.
Notes:




For Text Features, M-Functions Comments or Insert, CPLs, Layers and Tool User Strings, a JS file is required
(not supported with *.pci).
For Vector Text, the ‘@’ character terminates the string due to compatibility issues with Kanji characters.
Note that this does not affect True Type text.
The ‘|’ character is not supported for Layers or CPLs or other modifiers that are displayed as drop-down
lists. This character is used to separate the text of the list item from the index value, for example:
SetModifier(cmd1, 212, "Absolute|1");

NC Gage
NC Gage enables easy, quick and safe application of
touch probes without requiring the operator to have
programming skills or special knowledge of measuring
technology.
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Licensing
Maintenance Plan Functionality
EWS and the Software Maintenance Plan
While the Edgecam license is in maintenance, users can create new and edit EWS models in Edgecam part files.
When the license is out of maintenance, Edgecam part files that include EWS models can be loaded, but not
edited.

The Advanced Customisation license
The Advanced Customisation License (ENPCI-J) is free of charge and is added to a customers license configuration
on request.
Access to the functionality that is on the Advanced Customisation license is only available while the license is in
maintenance. When the license is out of maintenance, the functionality is not available.
The Advanced Customisation license enables access to:




Advanced JavaScript functionality such as Webforms.
Managing Themes (Import/Export).
Custom Dialog Masks.
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Maintenance Database Report
For a full list of maintenance items resolved in Edgecam 2016 R1, please refer to the Maintenance Database
Report.
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New Features in Version 2015 R2
Below is an overview of new features and enhancements in the last release.
For a summary of new features in previous releases, please visit the History section of the Edgecam website.

Manufacture Enhancements
Create Turn Sequence and Start on Sub Spindle
The Spindle Part Transfer can now be done in Manufacture
using a New Docking / Part Transfer command. This command
enables the part to be transferred between either spindle
multiple times, with the added possibility to machine the sub
spindle part away from its home position.
In conjunction with this enhancement we have also added the
possibility to start on the sub spindle when creating a turning
sequence.
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Turn Setups Part Transfer Between Spindles
A new Spindle Docking / Part Transfer command named Spindle
Setup has been developed to overcome the limitations present
in our current spindle docking command.
Therefore the Spindle Docking command has been superseded
by the new Spindle Setup command - all existing sequences
containing Spindle Docking should be unaffected.
But to benefit from the new functionality you will need to use
the new Spindle Setup command.
The main benefits of the new command are:






Multiple transfers between either spindle.
Possibility to start on sub spindle and pass back to
main.
Sub spindle part can be machined away from its Home
position in Z and X.
Easily editable from Sequence Browser.
Display shows one setup at a time.

Turn Setups - Bar Pull
Bar Pull has been improved for this release:






Each Bar Pull is now considered as a new set-up within the sequence.
Layers are no longer used to control what is displayed.
Only items pertaining to the active setup are displayed on the graphics.
Feature Browser lists only the items relating to the active setup.
Clearer visualisation.

Support for Lathes with Sub Spindles Offset from X Centreline
We now provide support for Lathes with sub spindles offset
from X Centreline to help avoid potential collisions with the
main spindle when machining on the sub spindle:




In code wizard, it is now possible to state an X location
other than zero for sub spindle home position.
Create Turning Sequence allows the part to be
mounted on a sub spindle which is offset in X.
Spindle Setup and Move Sub Spindle commands
support sub spindle X positions.
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Milling Machine with Turning Capability - Turning Plane
A new Turning Plane option has been added to the Tool
Definition section of the General tab allowing you to specify
whether the turn tool should perform the turning cycles on XZ
plane or YZ plane. Depending on the option chosen, the
available orientations will be filtered according to the machine
capabilities.
Only available on Milling machines with turning capability.
Finish Turn Cycle - Blended Offsets
We have introduced a new Blended option to the General tab.
When checked, the generated toolpath will be blended between
profile elements that have differing offsets.
The Blended option is typically required when specifying small
amounts of offset in the Machining Attributes table.
Machine tools can error when controller compensation is active
and small offset changes are specified; usually less than or equal
to the radius of the insert. The Blended toolpath avoids the
sharp changes in direction that can cause these controller
problems.
Blended

Not Blended
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Turn Feature Template
In order to easily identify and create specific turn features,
based on particular shapes, we have developed Turning Feature
Templates. The special turn features can be created via
Automatic Feature Recognition or manual turn features and
saved as templates.
The main application of this function is the creation of
templates for groove features, making it easier to program
them via Strategy Manager. All types of turn features are
supported and you can:






Create a template
Select the feature which must be saved as a template
and, on the Properties window, click the Save button.
Edit a template
The ranges of the elements can be edited prior to
saving the Turn Template directly on the Properties
window.
Find a Turn Template
Using new Match to Template and Include Template
Features in Profiles options in the Turn Options on the
Turn tab, the Automatic Feature Finder will find and
match the Turn Templates to the part geometry. It will
search the part geometry for features that match the
saved templates and consider the ranges and types of
element properties.

Support for m&h Probing
We have introduced support for m&h machine tool probing
(Mill Only).
New options have been added to the General tab of the Probing
cycles providing support for m&h machine tool probing:





Function - Selects what the probing should do, for
example, Update a datum, Measure or Check size
Print - Sends the probe information to a printer
Work Coordinate - Only available when the Update
Work coordinate Function is selected.
Extended Work Coordinate - Only available when the
Update Extended Work coordinate Function is
selected.

Note: m&h Probing must be enabled in the Code Wizard and
the post processor recompiled.
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Advanced 5 Axis cycle - Port Machining
A new license called Ultimate 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling has
been created to provide access to the Port machining option in
the Advanced 5 Axis Cycle. The Multi Blade machining option
has been moved from the Advanced 5 Axis Simultaneous Milling
license to the new Ultimate 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling license.

Milling Link Move Collision Avoidance
Link moves between Milling cycles will now check against Stock
and Fixtures and retract the tool clear to a safe height.
The Update Fixtures command has been updated to control
what is collision checked and the Offsets to be used. All of the
Milling Cycles will use these settings.
The Fixture, Stock and Holder (MEG or CSV) can be selected
independently using three new modifiers:




Collision Check Fixtures.
Collision Check Stock.
Include Holder.

On large complex models, you can improve performance by
unchecking when you know there will not be an issue.
The Default will be a Fixture Offset of 5 mm or 0.2 in with all
options checked. All options are modal.
Note: For Hole Cycles, the Clearance is set to the highest point
for that group. Currently, the cycle only supports a single
Clearance height.
Face Feature Picking (Surface Cycles)
The Pick Solid Faces option on the General tab of the Parallel
Lace, Constant Cusp Finishing, Rest Finishing, Pencil Mill and
Profiling cycles has been extended to allow Face Features to be
used directly without manually creating a boundary.
When Face Features are picked, internally, the cycle machines
the solid and uses a silhouette boundary of the selected face
features to contain the tool path. The Boundary Tool Control
and Offset can be used to adjust the boundary.
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Hole cycles - Void Optimisation
The Hole Cycle can now adjust the feedrate when a void region
is detected.
Where solid geometry and Current Stock are in use and voids or
intersecting holes are found in the hole cycle path, the cycle will
allow automatic adjustment of feedrates as the tool passes
through those voids. The cycle output will always be longhand
for these holes. Feed changes are made when the intersecting
hole gives a complete void across the diameter of the hole being
cut; partial intersections do not affect feeds.
Three new modifiers have been added to the Depth tab to
control this feature:




Void Safe Distance - The distance to stand off the void
re-entry point.
Void Entry Depth - The void re-entry depth to which
the 'Entry Feed' will be applied.
Void Feed Adjustment % - The feedrate through the
void (non cutting), expressed as a percentage of cycle
feedrate.

These settings are only available when Clearance Associated to
is set to Use Current Stock.

Simultaneous & two-step indexing support (MPM milling)
A new Simultaneous Move field has been added to the Index
dialog - General tab which, when checked, allows index to move
both axes simultaneously:




When enabled, both Rotary Axes move simultaneously
to the final angle. The output will consist of one Index
call where the output of both Rotary Axes is at the
same line.
When not enabled, the primary Rotary Axis moves first
and then the secondary one. The output will contain
two calls to index output.

Note: Only available when the Support Simultaneous Indexing
option in the Code Wizard Machine Parameters is enabled.
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Feature Find - Relocated Holes
When a model is reloaded, Hole Features will be flagged as
Changed if the position or geometry has changed.
For this release, we have introduced a new Relocated reload
notification indicating that a Hole Feature has moved position,
but is geometrically the same. This means that any cycles
applied to that feature are still valid but fixtures may need to be
adjusted. If the Hole Feature has changed then, geometrically, it
is different and probably requires the cycles / tooling to be
edited.
MEG Holders support for Five Axis collision checking
Milling Holders defined as MEG graphics can now be used in
Five Axis cycles (Five Axis and Advanced Five Axis) for collision
checking in the same way as CSV holders. They will also work for
the Fixture avoidance.

Move Home / Toolchange
New Comment and Stop Type modifiers have been added to
the Move to Home and Move to Toolchange dialogs:


Comment - Allows you to specify the text that appears
in the 'tooltip', for the Synchronise instructions in the
Sequence Window.



Stop Type - Allows you to define the spindle stop
before the synchronisation (None, Program or
Optional).
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Machine Mating Location for Vices in Fixture Manager
We have added XYZ Machine Mating Location modifiers for Vice
Fixtures.
Setting any of the X, Y or Z Machine Mating Location modifiers
will override the automatic fixture placement when creating a
machining sequence:


A Datum Marker shows where the fixture graphics
origin is located.



XYZ values are from this origin; a Location Orb shows
the point where the vice will be mated to the machine.

Wire Cycle Advanced Controls
The Wire cycle now displays the picking buttons along the top of
the dialog, as seen in other Edgecam cycles . The picking
controls are also present in the sequence browser.
Four specific Wire picking functions are available:
1.
2.
3.

Tag - Multiple tagging.
Corner Relief - 2 Axis Wire Cycle only.
Technology - Technology adjustment on toolpath
elements.

4.

M Code - Miscellaneous NC output at specific toolpath
positions.
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Wire Post Processor for Agie Charmilles CutX00 machine range
A new Post Processor (accutx00.ucp) has been added to support
the new Agie Charmilles Cut range of machines (Cut 200 300
and 400):




Technology for these machines is provided through a
third party application provided by Agie Charmilles.
EDM Expert, which can be obtained from Agie
Charmilles, must be installed on your PC.
An EDM Expert button has been added to the
Technology tab providing access to this application.

Wire - Move cycle
A new Move cycle has been introduced for this release:








Use this cycle to move around protrusions, clamps or
to define a cut path following a series of positional
picks.
A Move command in the sequence can be actioned any
number of times depending on the overall sequence of
cuts.
It is possible within a Move command to adjust the
guide heights to avoid collision with an up-stand, for
example.
You can specify on which cuts you want the moves to
be applied.
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Simulator Enhancements
Threads in Simulator
Simulation of thread cutting on a lathe is now possible. New
Turn Threading options have been added to the Display tab of
the Options dialog:







No Thread - The thread cutting is not simulated, to
save time (as in previous versions).
True Thread - An accurate representation of the
cutting is generated. This option does require a
considerable amount of processing within Simulator.
Synthetic Thread - A pictorial representation will be
used unless the pitch exceeds the Maximum Synthetic
Lead set.
Maximum Synthetic Lead - When Synthetic Thread is
selected, you can specify a value that, when exceeded,
a True Thread will be used.
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Edgecam Workflow Solids
Slotting Tool
For this release, we have implemented a Slotting Tool which
will enable the user to quickly create machinable slot features.

Sketch 'Constrain all' Tool
To help the user quickly create sketches and subsequent solid
models we have introduced a Constrain all button within the
Sketch Analysis dialog. It will be particularly useful for
constraining sketches extracted from DXF/DWG files before
turning them into solid models.
Constrain all uses geometric and dimensional constraints to
fully define the sketch.
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Dimensions on Model View
We have implemented a method of viewing sketch and model
dimensions within the model view in EWS. This allows the user,
at any stage of the design process, to quickly determine the
dimensions used to construct the model:
1. Left mouse click once on the command icon in the

Storyboard and a greyed out arrow (
) will be
displayed next to the command icon.
2. Left mouse click again on the command icon and the

arrow will now be live (
). The dimensions will be
visible on the model view.
3. These dimensions can be modified by double-clicking on
the dimension and, when the new dimension is
accepted, the model will be updated.
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Wire Feature Creation
For this release, we have implemented a wire feature creation
tool for EWS aimed at creating Wire Erosion models.
Ruled internal and external surfaces can be produced within
EWS and the wire feature can then be found in the Edgecam
Wire environment.
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Third Party Model View
For this release, we have implemented the viewing of third
party models within EWS enabling fixtures / tooling to be
designed around the part which is to be manufactured.
There are two main ways in which this can be used:
 Construct EWS models around the third party model.
 Design and construct EWS models based on the third
party model.
Third party models from the following CAD systems can be
viewed in EWS
 Part Modeler.
 SOLIDWORKS.
 SpaceClaim.
 SolidEdge.
 Kompas.
 Inventor.
 Creo/Pro Engineer.
 CATIA.
 NX.
 STEP.
 STP.
 IGES.
Rotation of the model part on the screen
It is now possible, when viewing an EWS model / sketch, to rotate it around the X, Y or Z axis.
Hold down the right mouse button and drag to rotate the Model / Sketch view. To lock the rotation so that it is
only around an axis parallel to the X, Y or Z Axis, hold down the 'X', 'Y' or 'Z' key while rotating.
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Dynamic manipulation of the drill depth
It is now possible in EWS to dynamically manipulate the drill
depth in the graphics area:
1. Move the mouse cursor over the arrow.
2. Left click and hold down while the mouse cursor is over
the arrow and drag to alter the depth of the drilled hole.
3. The hole depth in the Hole Library dialog will be
updated as the arrow is moved.

Zoom extents while editing a solid command and keep the command live
When editing a solid command (from the Storyboard), if the model view is not clear on the screen, double-click the
mouse wheel and it will be zoomed to extents and keep the command edit active.
Locale Specific Decimal Separators
We now support a comma as the decimal separator within EWS. This means that users from locales which use the
comma as a decimal separator can use EWS without the need to change their computer settings.
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Implementation of a High Contrast colour scheme
To improve visibility of the grid, grid axes and sketch entities,
we have implemented a high contrast colour scheme that is
automatically set and activated by the background colour.
All entities are now visible regardless of the default background
colour selected by the user.

Touchscreen support for EWS
We have now added touchscreen support for EWS enabling you to design and manufacture on your touchscreen
device.
Mathematical Functions in Sketching and Model creation
When dimensioning a sketch or model, it is now possible to use
mathematical functions ( =∑, +, -, * and /) to define elements of
the sketch or model using the Modify Dimension dialog.
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Line Style
For this release, we have implemented a Line Style Tool which
will enable you to convert Sketch entities (solid lines used to
make a sketch) into Construction entities that can help with
sketch definition.
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Part Modeler Enhancements
View Model Enhancements
We have improved the model viewing capabilities within Part
Modeler by introducing a Zoom to Cursor option within the
System Options ► UI Settings:
 When the checkbox is ticked, using the scroll wheel on
the mouse will zoom the model/sketch back to the
cursor position (Edgecam behaviour).
 When the checkbox is not ticked, the scroll wheel on the
mouse will zoom the model/sketch back to the centre of
the screen.
Rotation of the model part on the screen
It is now possible, when viewing a Part Modeler model, to
rotate the solid model around the X, Y or Z axis... (same
functionality as Edgecam).
Simply hold down the right mouse button and drag to rotate the
model view and then hold down:
 The X key to lock the rotation so that it is only around an
axis parallel to the X Axis.
 The Y key to lock the rotation so that it is only around an
axis parallel to the Y Axis.
 The Z key to lock the rotation so that it is only around an
axis parallel to the Z Axis.
Rotating solid model about a user defined point
A new rotation option has been added for Part Modeler; the
ability to rotate about a user defined point on the model (same
functionality as Edgecam).
To rotate the model about a point, position the cursor on the
desired spot on the model and select this point as the centre of
rotation with a right mouse click while holding down the CTRL
key. You can then rotate the model about this selected point by
holding the right mouse button down whilst dragging the
mouse.
The Zoom Extents command will reset the rotation centre back
to the middle of the model.
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SolidLink Option for Loading IGES Files
We have now introduced the ability to load IGES models into
Part Modeler using SolidLink. As SolidLink is an additional loader
it gives the user further flexibility for loading IGES files and the
loading options in the SolidLink Translation Settings can be
utilised:





Translate Sheet Bodies.
Healing Options - Off.
Healing Options - Heal.
Healing Options - Simplify and Heal.

Note: The previous method for loading IGES files into Part
Modeler still exists and has been renamed as Standard (pre
2015 R2). This is the default setting for loading IGES files.
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Code Wizard Enhancements
AUTOMILLTURN Templates
Two new milling configurations have been added (5MILLTURN and 4MILLTURN) which are used in Mill+Turn
AUTOMILLTURN templates.
Simultaneous & two-step indexing support (MPM milling)
A Support Simultaneous Indexing option has been added to
the Code Wizard Machine Parameters which allows index to
move both axes simultaneously. When enabled, the
Simultaneous Move option will be available on the Index
command in Edgecam.

Support for Lathes with Sub Spindles Offset from X Centreline
It is now possible to state an X location other than zero for sub
spindle home position.
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m&h Probing
m&h Probing and Renishaw Probing can now be selected:
 In the wizard, when specifying the Machine
configuration.
 Using Configure ► Add Device.
When enabled, the Function and Print commands on the
General tab of the Probing cycles in Edgecam can be used to
select what the probing should do, for example, Update a
datum, Measure or Check size.

Rotary Mode - Tool below the Centreline
A Polar Switch Set CY=0 option has been added to the Code
Wizard Machine Parameters which should be checked when
either:
 There is the possibility of Rotary Mode being initiated
with the tool below the centreline.
 Mode change (Planar<>Rotary) is made with the C axis
out of the 0 position.
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Code Generator Enhancements
New System Variable for Simultaneous Indexing
One new system variable (INDEXSIMULTANEOUS) has been added to the following macro in the Code Generator:
 Milling Macro Reference (MACRO 43 - INDEX PALLET).
New System Variable for Mount Description
One new system variable (MOUNTDESC) has been added to the following macros in the Code Generator:
 Milling Macro Reference (MACRO 15 - TOOLCHANGE).
 Turning Macro Reference (MACRO 15 - TOOLCHANGE).
 C Axis Macro Reference (MACRO 165 - TOOLCHANGE).
New Turning Macro
One new Turning Macro has been added to the Code Generator:
 Turning Macro Reference (MACRO 268 - SPINDLE DOCKING).
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Other Products
Adveon Tool Library
A new version of Adveon is included on the DVD for 2015 R2
providing:
 Support for Edgecam 2015 R1 and R2.
 New translations - Czech, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
Russian and Japanese.
 Improved Sandvik catalog data.
 Adveon database now running on SQL 2014 Express.
 Adveon writes to ToolStore database and support folder
as set in EdgecamToolStore Administrator; the Bridge
Configurator is no longer used to set the target
ToolStore and support folder.
 A Quick Start guide is available in the Help section.
 A What’s New section is included in the Help.
 Still for Rotational tools only.
Please see the Adveon section of the Edgecam Installation
Guide for details.
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PartXplore
PartXplore is a CAD viewer for reading, analysing and sharing 2D and 3D CAD files without having to rely on the
original CAD application and provides the following benefits:
 Flexibility - Enables users to build virtual unified prototypes or 3D models from files imported from various
CAD applications. Users can work on model set up and improvements before committing time and
resources to creating a real prototype.
 Measurements - Features a wide range of 2D and 3D measurement functions that are highly accurate due
to the high precision B-rep 3D model employed.
 Annotation - Offers a wide range of annotation functions. Users can convey their ideas, observations,
instructions and change requests easily and quickly.
 Analyse - Comes with a full range of specialist analysis tools which can be used to help make quotes,
diagnostics and assembly notes.
 Animation - Includes a fully functional animation kernel allowing users to generate exploded views or
animated assembly movements.
 Documentation - Users can generate screen captures to illustrate technical documents and assembly
sheets.
 Publication - Allows users to easily share their CAD models throughout the entire design and manufacturing
chain.
 Collaborate - Enables users to communicate 3D parts and assemblies to sub-contractors, customers or
colleagues using a standalone,lightweight application that can be easily transmitted via the Internet.
Notes:
1. PartXplore is a separate installation program that can be launched from the EdgecamDVD menu. It is not
installed automatically with Edgecam.
2. The Edgecam Reseller Software license includes full access to PartXplore (System with Modules):
 The PartXplore System includes the import of DXF, IGES, STL, SOLIDWORKS, Solid Edge, Inventor, VDA,
Rhino files and the export of DXF and STL files.
 The PartXplore Advanced Import Pack includes the import of CATIA V4, V5, V6, NX, Creo Parametric
files.
 The PartXplore Export Pack includes the export of IGES, STEP and WorkNC format files.
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Licensing
New - Ultimate 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling Licence
A new Ultimate 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling Module licence is introduced in 2015 R2, the details are:
Name:

Ultimate 5-Axs Simultaneous Milling

Product Code:

EN050-U

Prerequisite licenses:

Advanced 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling.

Changes to the 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling license:
The prerequisite licenses for the Advanced 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling license are now:
 Edgecam Advanced Milling, Edgecam Ultimate Milling
 Edgecam Advanced Turning, Edgecam Ultimate Turning
 Edgecam Advanced Production, Edgecam Ultimate Production
In previous Edgecam releases, the prerequisite licenses were the 4-Axis Simultaneous Milling and 5-Axis
Simultaneous Milling licenses.
The Multi Blade machining option has been moved up to the new Ultimate 5-Axis Simultaneous Milling license.
New Wire Module Licence
A new Wire Module licence is introduced in 2015 R2, the details are:
Name:

Wire Module

Product Code:

ENPWE-M

Prerequisite licenses:

All Milling and Production licenses.
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New – PartXplore Licences
The licensing for the new PartXplore CAD Viewer comprises:
System license
Name:

PartXplore

Product Code:

ENPXP-0

Prerequisite licenses:

None

Module licenses
Name:

PartXplore Advanced Import Pack

Product Code:

EN3DR-I

Prerequisite licenses:

PartXplore (ENPXP-0)

Name:

PartXplore Export Pack

Product Code:

ENEXP-0

Prerequisite licenses:

PartXplore (ENPXP-0)

Edgecam Probing licence renamed to Renishaw Probing
The Edgecam Probing module licence has been renamed to Renishaw Probing. The product code remains ENPRB-0.
The new m&h Probing is included in all Milling and Production licenses free of charge. (Probing is Milling Only).
Solid Machinist and loading of STEP files
The ability to load STEP files has been added to the Solid Machinist for CATIA V5 and Solid Machinist for Creo
licenses.
Adveon
Access to Adveon is now included in the Edgecam Educational license.
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